But despite their differences each man deeply valued the other. Darwin persuaded the British government to award Wallace a pension for services to science. Wallace dedicated his book The Malay Archipelago to Darwin, "as a token of personal esteem and friendship but also to express my deep admiration for his genius and his works." Wallace also called his 1889 collection of evolutionary essays Darwinism. Even before the term 'Darwinism' had gained currency, he mentioned that the theory was coming to be called 'Darwinianism'. He wrote to Darwin in 1868, "I hope you do not dislike the word, for we really must use it."
It was, however, a relationship mostly based on letters. Cheaper paper, the new system of postage stamps, an ever-expanding empire, increasing literacy, improved transport systems, and diversifying technologies all encouraged the rapid growth of the postal service during the Victorian period. Thousands of letters moved across the world, bringing the edges of empire together. One of the most remarkable was from Wallace, by then long returned from his travels, urging Darwin to consider replacing the term 'natural selection' with Herbert Spencer's phrase 'survival of the fittest'. Wallace told Darwin that any comparison between artificial and natural selection was liable to be taken literally, and that the word 'selection' necessarily implied a selector -the antithesis of what he and Darwin really meant. Darwin hesitated, but eventually made the change in the fifth edition of the Origin (1869). Wallace went through his own copy of the Origin deleting the words 'natural selection' and inserting by hand 'survival of the fittest.' Given that it was the teleological implications of the term 'selection' that Wallace was objecting to, it is ironic that his worldview became increasingly teleological as he aged. These four words 'survival of the fittest' became a significant element in wider Victorian culture and have remained prominent in the public understanding of evolutionary theory today.
Darwin had famously avoided the issue of human evolution in the Origin because he worried it was too controversial. He was impressed by Wallace's bold application of the idea to humankind in 1864. Wallace proposed that human beings emerged in a single group from apelike ancestors and then rapidly diverged under the impetus of natural selection. Yet in 1869, Wallace backtracked on his commitment to natural selection in human evolution. He claimed instead that the mental attributes of modern human beings must emerge from some force or power outside the natural world. There must be something else other than mere matter in this world, Wallace maintained: "whether we call it God, or spirit," it surely played an important role in human evolution. "I hope you have not murdered too completely your own & my child" Darwin exclaimed in horror, "I differ grievously from you, and I am very sorry for it." Darwin eventually laid out his views on humans in the Descent of Man (1871), saying to Wallace, "Fate has ordained that almost every point on which we differ should be crowded into this volume." Remarkably, Wallace wrote back cheerfully to say "I look forward with fear & trembling to being crushed under a mountain of facts!" Generally speaking, their personal relationship deepened as time went by. In 1865, Wallace confided his distress when his engagement to be married was broken off by the lady concerned. "You may imagine how this has upset me when I tell you that I never in my life before had met with a woman I could love, & in this case I firmly believe I was most truly loved in return." Wallace went on to marry Annie Mitten, the eldest daughter of the bryologist William Mitten. The friendship between Wallace and Darwin was to last more than thirty years. In 1870 Darwin felt able to say to Wallace, "Your modesty and candour are very far from new to me. I hope it is a satisfaction to you to reflect -and very few things in my life have been more satisfactory to me -that we have never felt any jealousy towards each other, though in one sense, rivals. I believe that I can say this of myself with truth, and I am absolutely sure that it is true of you." Janet Browne is the Aramont Professor of History of Science at Harvard University. She is the author of a two volume biography of Charles Darwin, Voyaging (1995) 
Wallace as writer James Wood
The story is told of the English poet laureate, Tennyson, who was walking in the Alps with a clergyman friend. Suddenly, Tennyson dropped to his knees and exclaimed: "Look here, I can see the colour of the flower through the creature's wings!" The creature was a dragonfly, the flower an Alpine rose. Tennyson, like so many of the great Victorians (Darwin, Hopkins, Kilvert) was a great noticer. And Alfred Russel Wallace belongs, of course, in their company. One is struck first, when reading his prose, by how much he sees, and how well. Take, for instance, in his book The Malay Archipelago, his discussion of how he had to protect his specimens from various predatorsants, dogs, flies. These last irritants would get in under the wing of a bird he was trying to dry, and quickly laid large quantities of eggs -"sometimes actually raising it up half an inch by the mass of eggs deposited in a few hours."
This keen and brilliant eye, and the urge to keep looking and notating the world, sets up a productive tension in Wallace's work, a tension also characteristic in classic realism, between the awful and the actual. You find this in Flaubert, in Stephen Crane, in Tolstoy, in Hemingway, in Orwell: while war and mayhem and murder explode into their dramas, ordinary life continues at the same time, and both activities are squeezed into the same paragraph. Orwell, in his famous essay A Hanging, watches a condemned man walk towards the gallows, and sees him needlessly swerve to avoid a puddle just before he mounts the stairs to his death. Like Orwell, Wallace writes a prose that registers everything, including all kinds of extremity, but which at the same time maintains a stoical control over its own emotional involvement in that extremity. When Wallace is shipwrecked in the middle of the Atlantic, he produces a narrative (in A Narrative of Travels on the Amazon) superb in its dry restraint. On the one hand, death beckons -a fire breaks out aboard ship, the crew and passengers are forced into lifeboats and spend ten days on the open seas; and on the other, the calm naturalist notes that the flaming ship made "a most magnificent conflagration." During one night in the lifeboat, he sees a meteor shower -and is grateful: "I saw several meteors, and in fact could not be in a better position for observing them, than lying on my back in a small boat in the middle of the Atlantic." Wallace is eventually picked up, only to be nearly drowned again, when a violent storm hits the rescue boat -prompting this droll gratitude: "I had much wished once to witness a storm at sea, and I was soon gratified."
And along with this bone-dry control goes a steady current of humour, as crisp and flavourful as a cool Sancerre. In The Malay Archipelago, he writes about being horridly bitten by mosquitoes and sand-flies, "who seemed here bent upon revenging my long-continued persecution of their race." He describes what for most of us would be a very unpleasant encounter -lying in bed, putting out one's hand and feeling, on the bedside table, a snake -and writes it up amusedly and amusingly: "feeling something cool and very smooth, which moved as I touched it… And there he was, sure enough nicely coiled up, with his head just raised to inquire who had disturbed him."
Wallace as writer is more than a great naturalist. He was also a radical journalist, a socialist pamphleteer, a sender of letters to the editor, a cranky and spirited interventionist. The omnivorousness that is such a charming characteristic of his writing about the natural world marks his involvement with the political world. The second half of Wallace's long life was occupied in writing about, seemingly, everything -he railed against millionaires, against stockmarket speculation, against mass vaccination. He argued powerfully for land nationalization, ingeniously (and tirelessly) for spiritualism and mesmerism, passionately and wisely for keeping the Sabbath a day of rest for tired workers, for women's suffrage, for strikes (he liked the fact that a big strike forces the well-off to realize their dependence on the worker). Again, when reading Wallace, one is reminded of George Orwell -that cool, allseeing eye, that instinct for narrative, the frequent dark humour, the socialist politics, the humane breadth of vision; it is typical, and very Orwell-like of Wallace, to complain about stockmarket speculation as gambling and then to point out that when ordinary people gamble at the races they are condemned by polite, hypocritical society. And the undoubted crankiness! In one of his late essays, Wallace writes about the ideal role of the reimagined English vicar: he would act as local magistrate, as ethical teacher, and could continue to have his church as a kind of pan-spiritual village centre, as long as he was not able to perform "religious services of any kind".
The Orwell who complained about shiny American apples and rubber hot water bottles (a horrible modern disease) and women wearing make-up (ditto), who liked to remind his readers that everything they did (writing poetry, playing cricket) rested on the squalid labour of miners, toiling away hundreds of feet underground, who calmly asserted that the more expensive the Still productive: Alfred Russel Wallace, pictured here in his 70s, continued to publish articles and books right up until his death, aged 90, in 1913. As time went on, he turned increasingly away from science, preferring instead to focus on spiritualism and socialism. (Image: Wikipedia.) restaurant the greater the likelihood that the chef spits in your soup, who argued that if we just stopped eating in such restaurants and staying in nice hotels then these businesses would nicely collapse and the workers involved in sweatily servicing them would be liberated -this Orwell seems to emerge from a long radical English tradition full of sharp, pungent individuals: Mary Wollstonecraft, Tom Paine, Coleridge, Ruskin, Rebecca West, H.G Wells, and, for sure, Alfred Russel Wallace.
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